
Butternut Squash Bisque
Pour bisque into a small pot

Using a cooking range or stove, place pot on medium heat. 
Continue to monitor to make sure the bisque does not scorch on the 
bottom of the pot.

Stir the bisque as it heats up every 2 minutes until it is simmering. 
Once simmering, serve in desired soup bowls & top with the 
provided cranberry relish.
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Honey Mustard Glazed Ham
Preheat the oven to 400°.

Remove the top portion of the packaging the Ham arrives in and 
add 1/2 cup water.

Cover the container with aluminum foil, place in the oven, 
and cook for 10-12 minutes.

Carefully remove from the oven & serve.
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Vegetable & Starch Side
Preheat the oven to 400°.

Remove the top portion of the packaging the vegetables/starches 
arrive in.

Cover the container with aluminum foil, place in the oven, 
and cook for 8-10 minutes, until heated throughout.

Remove aluminum foil and continue to cook uncovered for 
an additional 2 minutes.

Carefully remove from the oven & serve.
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Butterscotch Cheesecake
Place 2 tablespoons of provided eggnog crème anglaise in the 
center of desired plate and add cheesecake directly on top. 

Add 1 tablespoon of the provided apple compote on top, drizzling 
it down the side onto the plate.
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Antipasti Salad
Place all ingredient in a salad bowl.

Dress the salad with the provided dressing & serve.
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Shaved Truffle
Sprinkle truffle on top of any dish you desire to step it up.1.
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Oven Roasted Beef  Tenderloin
Preheat the oven to 400°.

Remove the top portion of the packaging the tenderloin arrives in.
Place container in oven for 10 minutes, or until your desired 
temperature is achieved. Using a thermometer, take the 
temperature of the meat at its thickest part.
Medium Rare - 130°, Medium - 140°, 
Medium Well - 150°, Well Done - 160°.

Carefully remove from the oven & let it rest for 5-8 minutes. 

Slice the tenderloin as you would like and serve.
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Broiled King Salmon
Preheat the oven to 400°. 

Remove the top portion of the packaging the salmon arrives in.

Place container in oven on the top rack for 8-10 minutes, or until 
your desired temperature is achieved. Make sure to 
cook it to at least 145°.

Once salmon is at desired temperature, carefully remove 
from the oven & let it rest for 4-5 minutes. Serve.
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Build Your Own Charcuterie Board
For Chef's Tips on how to BYO Charcuterie Board, visit DineAmic's 
Holiday Home Hub by scanning the QR Code
on the included Christmas Card.

Choose a decorative plate or cheese board. Arrange all provided 
ingredients in a festive manner. 
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Preheat oven to 400 degrees. If you have a pizza stone place it
in your oven. 

Let dough sit out covered loosely by plastic wrap, until dough is 
soft to touch & playable. 

On a lightly floured surface, preferably granite or marble, work 
dough out by stretching in all directions. Once about 10-12 inches in 
diameter, transfer it to your pizza stone (or tray pan), freshly warmed 
from the oven. 

Place pizza sauce on rolled out dough, evenly leaving ½ inch 
from the edge. 

Place mozzarella evenly around the whole pizza. 

Add desired topping spreading them evenly around. Save the basil!

Bake in oven till edges are golden brown or to desired doneness. 
Should be about 8-10 minutes. 

Remove pizza & let it rest for 2 minutes. Garnish with basil, slice, 
& enjoy!

Pizza Kit

Pasta Kit
Fill a large pot ¾ of the way with water and bring 
to a rolling boil. 

Season water aggressively with salt, water should taste seasoned.

Meanwhile in a saute pan heat up your desired sauce to a boil & 
turn the heat down to a slow simmer. 

Add pasta to boiling water, for Orecchiette, Rigatoni, & Gemelli, 
cook for 3-4 minutes, the pasta will start to float. Gnocchi & 
Spaghetti will cook for 2-3 minutes & will float when it is ready. 

Use the pasta water to thin out sauce 1 tablespoon at a time, 
if it is reduced too much. 

Place pasta into simmering sauce & cook for an additional 
1 minute to coat the pasta in the sauce & to ensure pasta is done. 

Place pasta in desired plate or bowl, garnish & enjoy!
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